
Describe your favourite item of clothing. 

 

You should say: 

    What it is 

    When you bought it 

    Why you bought it 

SAMPLE ANSWER: 

 

For somebody like me, who loves clothes, it’s hard to 

decide which is my favourite piece of clothing. However, I 

do have one piece of clothing that I love and is my 

favourite.  

 

I am going to describe a shirt that i often wear at the 

moment .The shirt is purple in colour which is my 

favourate colour. 

 

I bought it when i was coming back from  delhi after 

spending my summer vacations at my maternal aunt's 

home. 

 

i purchased it for my daily routine wearing also i want to 

add some more things to my wardrobe. 

It is a purple craghoppers’ long-sleeved shirt. It is made of 

a quick-drying poly cotton blend and the fabric has some 

stretchy qualities which make it easy to wear. The fabric 

keeps out the sun, and the design incorporates a couple of 

pockets, one of which has a zip so you can keep small 

items securely on your person. 



 

 It is designed as a travel shirt, and to be honest, was 

rather expensive compared to clothes I would normally 

buy. 

I LOVE this shirt. It is incredibly comfortable to wear, the 

colour suits me quite well, and even though it is designed 

as a travel shirt, it’s actually smart enough to wear for 

work if you match it with some respectable trousers .It 

washes brilliantly, and if you shake it out and put it on a 

hanger it dries crease-free within an hour or so. The 

hidden pocket is handy for carrying emergency cash on 

your person, and I like to have a hanky with me too – there 

is a pocket for that as well. Because the shirt is so comfy, 

and much harder wearing than I expected, I wore it almost 

all the time on my travels. This means that the shirt is now 

linked to very many happy memories of places . 

Now it becomes my favourite item in my cupboard. 


